The walls that started it all! Our 3 Layer ARC system gives way to
the beautiful, aesthetic curves and durability that Vertical Solutions
is known for. We use three layers of sheeting material to create
the climbing surface, which leads to a wall thickness of 1.25”.
This method not only allows for curved design elements, but also

creates a stiff and durable substrate, which won’t flex under use. We’ve been doing
this so long that we’ve got the ARC process completely dialed for production, which
results in our pricing being the lowest in the industry for curved walls. Despite the
extremely meticulous and intensive labor that our team commits to for each ARC
wall build, our pricing is still up to 30% cheaper than our competitors for curved walls.

ARC: The Future of Curved Wall Climbing
Authentic, Aesthetic, & American Made

Want the most exclusive walls?
All fabrication and construction takes
place on-site for a completely unique,
built-to-suit, climbing wall masterpiece.
The level of skill and craftsmanship
applied to our walls is unparalleled,
and the ARC system provides nearly
limitless creativity when designing the
shape and surfaces of the walls.

Want a twist on a classic?

MLM designs are a simpler
and more economic way of
producing classic geometric
climbing walls. Just as
strong as all VS products,
they maintain tremendous
customization with clean lines.

Our MLM geometric system framing consists of turnbuckles every 4’ connecting to structural steel columns. We
use 2 layers of sheeting in this system, resulting in a 1” thick wall. Due to the style of construction, the Geometric
System is mostly manufactured off-site, thereby cutting site time down significantly. In order to create the ultraclean and seamless look Vertical Solutions is known for, a final layer of finish sheeting is applied on-site after the
geometric walls are assembled with the initial plywood panels. This creates rigidity in the system and a truly seamless
product. Vertical Solutions bouldering walls typically receive a shaped top-rail made from solid wood, seamless
hardwood trim at panel joints, and the route walls are protected with embedded round steel trim at rope wear points.

MLM: Modular Wall Systems at Their Finest
A more attractive, durable, cleanable
take on traditional geometric walls

Where other companies may cut corners in a single layer system, VS does not sacrifice wall thickness and strength
in SLM products. This system shares many characteristics with our MLM system, and maintains the durability that
our company is known for. We achieve the installation time and cost savings for our customers by having this system
completely manufactured off-site via our 5-axis CNC which ensures a perfect fit on-site every single time. Cutting
install time down significantly, this expedites your project and has less of an impact on your bottom line.

Want an option to address
your budget and schedule?

SLM designs are our simplest
and most economical way of
producing climbing walls. They
sacrifice nothing in durability,
despite them being installed
the fastest of all the systems
we offer our customers.

SLM: The New Normal in Climbing Walls
The most economical approach to efficiently
built and durable climbing walls

(SLM) SINGLE LAYER MODULAR
Goals: Cost and time without sacrificing great
branding aesthetics.
Customization: Solid colors, and stains,
concealed fastener inlays.
Durability: Thickness and construction style
that equals all VS products.

(MLM) MULTI LAYER MODULAR
Goals: Seamless flat surfaces with hidden
fasteners and endless customization for your
gym brand.
Customization: Hardwoods, solid colors, and
stains.
Durability: Thickness and construction style
that equals all VS products.

(ARC) AUTHENTIC ROUNDED CUSTOM
Goals: The most organic and seamlessly-flowing
surfaces possible in a climbing gym. Necessary
to take routesetting to a more natural place
unattainable by flat surfaces.
Customization: Curved aesthetics, hardwoods,
solid colors and stains.
Durability: Thickness and construction style
that equals all VS products.

